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Point d'Exclamation 

"Eccentric & Colorful"

Point d’Exclamation offers a nice collection of clothing, jewelry, and

fashion accessories made in the Province of Quebec, and some carefully

considered items from international clothing brands. Everything seems to

be chosen for the quality of its construction and originality, so the

boutique is a great place for treasure hunters. Eccentric and colorful, the

boutique has many items for women but also a few for men, some unique

items from flea markets, and vintage decorative objects.

 +1 418 525 8053  www.pointdexclamation.ca  762 rue St-Jean, Quebec City QC
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San Francisco 

"Urban Fashion"

This Quebec-based chain of boutiques has been churning out fashionable

attires for the ladies since 1978. Targeted at the urban woman, the

boutique offers an eclectic line of casual wear under their own label. From

stylish work-wear to vibrant casuals perfect for outdoors as well as street

wear, the ever-changing collection will surprise you with its variety. Add to

your look with the the fantastic choice of accessories including purses

from their own label as well as popular brands.

 +1 418 694 1363  1074 rue St-Jean, Quebec City QC
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Simons 

"Revered Departmental Store"

Quebec's native department store has only recently branched out from

this flagship location to downtown Montreal, but it remains an unique and

essential stop on any shopping tour of Quebec. Focusing primarily on

women's fashion, Maison Simons is broken down into various boutiques:

La Guêpière sells hosiery and undergarments, formal wear, and so on. A

smaller men's department shares an uncompromising commitment to

good taste with many European-influenced flashes of panache.

Considering the location and the quality, the prices are astoundingly

reasonable.

 +1 418 692 3630  www.simons.com/en/stores/quebec

/old-quebec--a13092

 20 Côte de la Fabrique, Quebec City

QC
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La Maison Darlington 

"Trendy Woollens"

With a history that dates back to 1872, La Maison Darlington is one of the

oldest clothing shops in the city. Specializing in winter wear, the boutique

is well-known for its timeless designs with a smattering of modern trends.

Sourcing from some of the finest designers, the boutique offers

everything from jackets and coats to scarves and hats. There's a small

selection of accessories like bags and wallets as well. Call ahead for more
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information.

 +1 418 692 2268  7 rue De Buade, Quebec City QC
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Atelier La Pomme 

"Exclusive Collection"

Established in the 1980s, Atelier La Pomme is a city institution for stylish

leather and fur clothing. Exclusive lines by a bevy of designers, many of

them local, make up the collection at the trendy boutique. From luxurious

suede coats and leather jackets to dressy fur outfits, the boutique's ever-

changing collection is eclectic. Leather purses, hats and other accessories

complete the line. Call ahead for more information.

 +1 418 692 2875  www.quartierpetitchamplain.com/e

n/commercants/la-pomme-fashion/

 47 rue Sous-le-Fort, Quebec City QC
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Le Blanc Mouton 

"Budding Designers"

Local designers reign supreme at this delightful boutique in the heart of

Quartier Petit Champlain. Choose from a fantastic women's line featuring

creations by promising Quebec designers, all handpicked by the owners.

The collection of woolens is worth a special mention. Being a platform for

local designers, shoppers are likely to find many unique pieces exclusive

to the boutique. There's an eclectic choice of accessories as well to

complement your look.

 +1 418 692 2880  blancmouton@ccapcable.com  51 rue Sous-le-Fort, Quartier Petit

Champlain, Quebec City QC
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